The Quantum Agriculture Instrument
Kelly Research Technologies is happy to announce The Quantum
Agriculture Instrument: a successful collaboration with Hugh Lovel and
Shabari Bird of Quantum Agriculture. This all-digital four-bank
potentizing and broadcasting tool may be used in preparing
biodynamic preparations for the farm and garden. Key features:
x Four Input Banks, each equipped with a Malcolm Rae card
reader driven by a neodymium magnet, a Pyrex sample well, and
a digital Potency circuit with a range from 1X to 10MM.
x Dual Auxiliary Inputs with banana and 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks for
connection with all KRT analyzers and external signal generators.
x Digital Timer: 1-minute resolution and a max of 24:59.
x Phase Selection: Imprint or broadcast in or out of phase.
x Pulse Interrupter function that operates at 4.0 Hz, 7.83 Hz, and
12.0 Hz for maximum signal penetration.
x Pyrex Imprinting Well for capture of energetic waveforms.
x Dual Auxiliary Outputs with banana and 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks
for connection with all KRT antenna and other devices.
x Lithium-Ion Battery delivers ~30 hours of service, then
recharges automatically when plugged into an outlet.
x Durable ABS Case ensures the Quantum Ag instrument is ready
to use in the field or in the office.
For more information please visit www. QuantumAgriculture.com.

KRT Down Under: Order your instrument in Australia!
Effective immediately, all orders for Kelly Research Technologies clients in Australia will be fulfilled by
Universal Energy Clearing, a firm established by Queensland farmer Heinz Gugger to share knowledge,
techniques, and tools for successful radionics and dowsing. Says Heinz:
My journey started in 2008 when I met Hugh Lovel and Shabari Bird. Through working with biological,
organic and bio-dynamic principles, I was introduced to working with subtle energies. With this
knowledge, I now help other farmers, private residents, businesses and alternative practitioners from
all over the world to clear detrimental energy in their environment and surroundings. I quickly realised
that this is where my true passion lies; I want nothing more than to share this gift with others.
The tools I use the most are the pendulum and the radionics instrument. The pendulum is used mostly
when I do house, business, farm and personal space clearings. I use radionics for scanning and
balancing farms and animals, to deter pests and weeds and to enhance the overall crop vitality.

We are very happy to have forged this new partnership with Universal Energy Clearing, who is
equipped with a full inventory of KRT equipment for quick and easy order fulfillment, and none of the
hassles of international shipping and currency conversion. 8QLYHUVDO (QHUJ\ LV DOVR KRVWLQJ .57
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To register for the workshop, purchase equipment, or for other information please visit:
www.UniversalEnergyClearing.com
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